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Abstract
Background: Emergency medical dispatchers fail to identify approximately 25% of cases of out of hospital cardiac arrest, thus lose the opportunity to
provide the caller instructions in cardiopulmonary resuscitation. We examined whether a machine learning framework could recognize out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest from audio files of calls to the emergency medical dispatch center.
Methods: For all incidents responded to by Emergency Medical Dispatch Center Copenhagen in 2014, the associated call was retrieved. A machine
learning framework was trained to recognize cardiac arrest from the recorded calls. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value for recognizing
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest were calculated. The performance of the machine learning framework was compared to the actual recognition and time-to-
recognition of cardiac arrest by medical dispatchers.
Results: We examined 108,607 emergency calls, of which 918 (0.8%) were out-of-hospital cardiac arrest calls eligible for analysis. Compared with
medical dispatchers, the machine learning framework had a significantly higher sensitivity (72.5% vs. 84.1%, p < 0.001) with lower specificity (98.8% vs.
97.3%, p < 0.001). The machine learning framework had a lower positive predictive value than dispatchers (20.9% vs. 33.0%, p < 0.001). Time-to-
recognition was significantly shorter for the machine learning framework compared to the dispatchers (median 44 seconds vs. 54 s, p < 0.001).
Conclusions: A machine learning framework performed better than emergency medical dispatchers for identifying out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in
emergency phone calls. Machine learning may play an important role as a decision support tool for emergency medical dispatchers.
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Detection time, Dispatch-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation
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Introduction
More than 600,000 people a year sustain an out of hospital cardiac
arrest (OHCA) the United States and Europe combined.1,2 OHCA is a
life-threatening condition that needs to be recognized rapidly by
dispatchers and recognition of OHCA by either a bystander or a
dispatcher in the emergency medical dispatch center is a prerequisite
for initiation of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). Delivery of CPR
before the arrival of emergency medical services improves survival,
making medical dispatchers’ recognition of the condition during
emergency calls pivotal.3–5 However, because patients in cardiac
arrest constitute a small minority of the overall call volume, recognition
of cardiac arrest is difficult and approximately one quarter of all
OHCAs are not recognized during the initial emergency conversation
with the medical dispatcher.3,6,7 This missed cardiac arrest recogni-
tion and subsequent provision of life-saving CPR for OHCAs remains
a major challenge.
Previous research has identified barriers to recognition of
OHCA.3,6,8 Improving early recognition is a goal for both the American
Heart Association and the Global Resuscitation Alliance.9–12 This
challenge may benefit from a novel approach using machine learning.
Machine learning frameworks have been applied to non-emergency
conditions, showing that a computer can assist with clinical decision-
making or screening under certain circumstances.13–16 However,
machine learning technologies have not been used to support clinical
decision-making in an acute medical context.17 If machine learning
could improve OHCA recognition, a condition typically representing
approximately 1% of all emergency calls, it holds the potential for other
more frequent time critical incidents such as stroke, acute myocardial
infarction or sepsis.
In this study, a machine learning framework was used to recognize
OHCA from unedited recordings of emergency calls to an emergency
medical dispatch center, and the performance of the machine learning
framework was subsequently assessed. The study aim was threefold:
to test if a unique machine learning framework could improve the
OHCA recognition rate compared with trained dispatchers, to examine
if the machine learning framework could recognize OHCA faster than
the medically trained dispatchers, and to identify possible caller or
patient subgroups that were more prone to bias from the medical
dispatchers or machine learning framework.
Methods
Machine learning framework
Emergency telephone calls contain a vast amount of information that
the medical dispatcher must decipher to draw a conclusion about the
urgency of the patient’s condition and the type of response required.
Issues such as background noise and confusing or conflicting
information further complicate this process. Machine learning is most
commonly described as an approach in which a model or a framework
of models analyses data and adapts by learning from its mistakes.18
We used a machine learning framework created by the company Corti
(Corti.ai, Denmark). The machine learning framework is a network of
several machine learning models performing specific tasks, in this
case deciphering a conversation in a similar manner to a medical
dispatcher. When an emergency call is analysed in real-time by the
machine learning framework, the audio file is processed without any
prior editing or transcription and transformed to a textual representa-
tion of the call, which is then analysed and outputted as a prediction of
cardiac arrest.
The classification of OHCA is an end-of-call binary verdict. Time-
to-prediction is a continuum of intervals and requires other means of
analysis. Analyses were based on processing of the raw audio file by
the machine learning framework and were not based on manually
transcribed data. The audio files were not prepared or edited before
processing. To teach the machine learning framework we used a
dataset containing the actual audio files, labelled for the absence or
presence of an OHCA at the time of the call. Part of the dataset was
used for training, and another part was used for validation. We
performed k-fold cross validation to avoid evaluation on a biased split,
which means the framework was not evaluated on the same files it had
been trained on.19
Study population
We included all emergency calls to the Emergency Medical Dispatch
Center Copenhagen serving the Capital Region of Denmark received
between January 1, 2014, and December 31, 2014. The Capital
Region of Denmark covers 1.8 million inhabitants, and the Emergency
Medical Dispatch Center Copenhagen responds to 110,000 incidents
annually, of which approximately 1200 (1.0%) are OHCAs. The
medical dispatchers receiving the calls are nurses (70%) or
paramedics (30%) with 6 weeks of focused training in communication
and prioritization of emergency calls.6 The decision-making process is
supported by a criteria-based dispatch protocol for assessing the
calls, guiding decisions about the emergency level and determining
the appropriate responses. This is a validated standardized criteria-
based, nationwide Emergency Medical Dispatch System.20,21
For all incidents, the associated dispatch audio recordings were
retrieved to create a dataset for both teaching and evaluating the
machine learning framework. Cases of OHCA were identified through
the Danish Cardiac Arrest Registry4,22 where bystanders initiated
CPR or EMS professionals attempted CPR. We excluded cases
where the audio file was damaged, or the call was disconnected
(unsuitable for analyses), cases with EMS witnessed OHCA (cardiac
arrest occurred after the call), cases in which CPR was initiated prior to
the emergency call (cardiac arrest already recognized), and cases
where the patient showed signs of obvious death.
Calls where dispatchers erroneously suspected cardiac arrest
were identified to obtain predictive values for dispatchers. These
false-positive cases were identified by a standardised free-text search
in the dispatch system, where the logs of all incidents were scanned for
expressions related to OHCA (arrest, automated external defibrillator,
CPR and lifeless while excluding phrases such as ‘not arrest’ etc.).
All emergency call recordings were identified and labelled
according to whether the calls concerned an OHCA. Calls concerning
OHCA were comprehensively examined by the investigators using a
predefined and pilot-tested case report form.3 Time-to-recognition of
OHCA was defined as cases where the dispatcher or the caller
expressed the presence of an OHCA or the need to initiate CPR or use
an automated external defibrillator. Time-to-recognition was deter-
mined as the interval from the time the call was answered until the time
when the definition of cardiac arrest recognition was achieved. Calls
where ambulance personal observed signs of irreversible death, but
resuscitative efforts had been initiated prior to ambulance arrival were
labelled as OHCA for training the machine learning framework but
excluded from the analysis.
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Statistical analysis
The performance of the machine learning framework was compared to
the medical dispatchers as a baseline. The machine learning framework
generates a binary prediction of either 0 or 1 for OHCA classification,
corresponding to the probability of that condition being present in each
emergency call. Sensitivity and specificity of the machine learning
framework were calculated to characterize performance in respect to the
reference standard, which was defined as OHCA arrest validated via the
Danish Cardiac Arrest Registry excluding EMS-witnessed incidents and
calls with CPR initiated prior to the start of the call.
We calculated median time-to-recognition for all calls with
recognition by either medical dispatcher or machine learning
framework. Differences in time-to-recognition between the machine
learning framework and the dispatcher for paired observations (i.e.
calls where both the dispatcher and the machine learning framework
recognized OHCA) were compared using students t-test and signed
rank test. The analysis of time-to-recognition on paired observations is
illustrated as a Bland–Altman plot.23 This method is used to compare a
new measurement technique with an established one. In the Bland–
Altman plot, the average time-to-recognition of the paired observa-
tions is plotted on the X-axis, whereas the difference between the
same observations is plotted on the Y-axis.
Results for time-to-recognition are presented for all observations
and for paired observations. The results are presented with
corresponding interquartile ranges (IQR).
Univariate logistic regression analyses were performed to identify
patient-, setting-, and dispatcher-related predictors of OHCA
recognition in calls where the machine learning framework recognized
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. Results are reported as odds ratios [OR]
with 95% confidence intervals [CI] and p-Values when appropriate. p
Values of less than 0.05 were considered significant for all analyses.
Data management and statistical analyses were performed using
Statistical Analysis System, SAS software, version 9.4 (SAS Institute).
Approvals
The study was approved by the Danish Health Authority (3-3013-
1289/1), the Danish Data Protection Agency (Journal nr.: PVH-
2018-001, I-Suite nr.: 6172), and the regional ethics committee
(18005504).
Results
In 2014, the Emergency Medical Dispatch Center Copenhagen
responded to 110,518 emergency incidents; and the associated call
for each was retrieved. Patients with obvious signs of death were
excluded (n = 958), as were calls that were either damaged or
disconnected within the first 10 s (n = 724). We identified OHCAs
within the Danish Cardiac Arrest Registry, (n = 1,147). OHCAs
witnessed by ambulance personnel (n = 126), and cases where
CPR had been initiated prior to the start of the call (n = 103) were
excluded leaving 918 OHCA calls and 107,689 non-OHCA calls
eligible for analysis. (Fig. 1).
The characteristics of the OHCA calls are shown in Table 1. Of the
918 calls for patients with an OHCA, 665 (72.4%) were recognized by
the medical dispatcher, whereas 772 (84.1%) were recognized by the
machine learning framework (p < 0.001).
Among calls recognized by the machine learning framework,
117 calls were not recognized by the medical dispatchers.
Regarding patient characteristics, there were only minor differ-
ences between these incidents and incidents recognized by
medical dispatcher. The patients appeared to be slightly older
Fig. 1 – Data collection and validation of calls to Emergency Medical Dispatch Center Copenhagen in 2014.
* Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.
y Cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
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(74 vs. 70 years) and a slightly less likely to be male (60.7% vs.
64.1%). Comparing this group with calls recognized by medical
dispatchers, these calls were less likely to have consciousness
addressed by the medical dispatcher (86.8% vs. 96.2%), more
likely to be situations where the caller could not access the
patient (8.5% vs. 1.8%), and more likely to be bystander
witnessed arrests (61.4% vs. 48.7%) than the group of calls
recognized by medical dispatchers. Only 10 calls (1.1%) were
recognized by the dispatcher but not by the machine learning
framework (Table 1).
Among all calls, the machine learning framework reached a
sensitivity of 84.1% (95% CI: 81.6–86.3) and a specificity of 97.3% (95%
CI: 97.2–97.4) on recognizing OHCA (Table 2). The corresponding
sensitivity and specificity of the dispatchers were 72.5% (95% CI: 69.5–
75.4) and 98.8% (95% CI:98.7–98.8), respectively. The machine
learning framework had a positive predictive value of 21.0% (95% CI:
19.7–22.3) compared with 33.0% (95% CI: 30.1–35.1) for the
dispatchers. On all calls recognized by the machine learning model
(n = 772), time-to-recognition was significantly shorter for the machine
learning framework (median time-to-recognition 44 s, IQR: 24–67)
Table 1 – Characteristics of emergency calls with an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest given by proportion and number
of missing values.
CARDIAC arrest recognized by
All
(N = 918)
Dispatcher
(N = 665)
Machine learning
framework (N = 772)
Machine learning framework
and not dispatcher (N = 117)
Dispatcher and not machine
learning framework (N = 10)
Patient age
Age, median (Q1–Q3) 71 (61–81) 70 (61–81) 71 (61–81) 74 (67–84) 63 (50–78)
Age missinga 29 19 21 4 2
Patient gender
Male 555 (63.4%) 407 (64.1%) 473 (63.8%) 68 (60.7%) 2 (33.3%)
Female 321 (36.6%) 228 (35.9%) 268 (36.2%) 44 (39.3%) 4 (66.7%)
Missinga 42 30 31 5 4
Bystander gender
Male 349 (38.4%) 248 (37.5%) 281 (36.7%) 40 (34.8%) 7 (70.0%)
Female 561 (61.6%) 414 (62.5%) 486 (63.4%) 75 (65.2%) 3 (30.0%)
N/Aa 8 3 5 2 0
Bystander (callers) relation to
patient
Caller relative to patient 383 (45.1%) 288 (46.5%) 335 (46.5%) 51 (46.4%) 4 (50.0%)
Caller healthcare
professional
238 (28.0%) 169 (27.3%) 198 (27.5%) 31 (28.2%) 2 (25.0%)
Caller all others 228 (26.9%) 162 (26.2%) 189 (26.1%) 28 (25.5%) 2 (25.0%)
N/Ab 69 46 51 7 2
Access to patient
Caller by patient’s side 654 (78.8%) 508 (83.0%) 571 (80.6%) 71 (67.0%) 8 (88.9%)
Can access patient, but
must leave phone
132 (15.9%) 93 (15.2%) 120 (16.8%) 26 (24.5%) 0 (0.0%)
Caller cannot access
patient
44 (5.3%) 11 (1.8%) 19 (2.7%) 9 (8.5%) 1 (11.1%)
N/Ab 88 53 64 11 1
Incident witnessed
Witnessed by bystander 487 (54.0%) 319 (48.7%) 384 (50.3%) 70 (61.4%) 7 (70.0%)
Not witnessed by bystander 415 (46.0%) 336 (51.3%) 377 (49.7%) 44 (38.6%) 3 (30.0%)
N/Ab 16 10 13 3 0
Call interrupted
Call continued until arrival
of ambulance
178 (20.5%) 170 (27.8%) 173 (23.5%) 4 (3.6%) 1 (10.0%)
Call ended or interrupted
before arrival of ambulance
692 (79.5%) 465 (73.2%) 565 (76.5%) 108 (96.4%) 9 (90.0%)
N/Ab 48 30 36 5 0
Patient consciousness
Consciousness addressed 829 (92.3%) 634 (96.2%) 724 (94.8%) 99 (86.8%) 10 (100.0%)
Consciousness not
addressed
68 (7.7%) 25 (3.8%) 40 (5.2%) 15 (13.2%) 0
N/Ab 21 6 10 3 0
Patient breathing
Breathing addressed 844 (93.2%) 642 (97.0%) 741 (96.4%) 108 (93.1%) 10 (100.0%)
Breathing not addressed 62 (6.8%) 20 (3.0%) 28 (3.7%) 8 (6.9%) 0
N/Ab 12 3 5 1 0
a Missing values are missing civil registration numbers (containing age and sex) with insufficient information on recorded call to identify patient.
b N/A is assigned when calls are interrupted or untimely ended.
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compared with that of the dispatchers (n = 665) (median time-to-
recognition 54 s, IQR: 30–99) (p < 0.001). The analysis of paired
observations where both the machine learning framework and the
dispatcher had recognized the OHCA (n = 655) yielded a median time-
to-recognition for the machine learning framework of 44 seconds (IQR:
24–67 s) and for the dispatcher of 54 s (IQR: 30–97 s) (p < 0.001).
Time-to-recognition is illustrated in the Bland-Altman plot for
paired calls where both the dispatcher and the machine learning
framework recognized OHCA (Fig. 2). This plot shows a visual
representation that a longer time-to-recognition by the medical
dispatcher does not always equate to a longer time-to-recognition
by the machine learning framework.
The Bland–Altman plot illustrates that the dispatcher used more
time to recognize OHCA than the machine learning framework, as the
difference in time-to-recognition (the Y-axis) for the vast majority of
calls was greater than zero, which is where there is no difference
between the time-to-recognition between dispatcher and machine
learning framework. The mean difference was 26 seconds (dashed
line, Fig. 2). An observation with a longer mean recognition time on the
x axis also has a greater difference in recognition time on the y axis.
Results of univariate logistic regression are shown in Fig. 3 as odds
ratios for differences in recognition of OHCA, where OHCAs
recognized by the machine learning framework are used as reference.
Among calls where the machine learning framework recognized
OHCA, dispatchers’ recognition was positively associated with the
caller’s access to the patient. Specifically, when the caller was by the
patient’s side, the dispatcher was 2.37 times more likely to identify the
cardiac arrest than when the caller was not by the patients’ side (95%
CI 1.50–3.74). If the dispatcher addressed consciousness they had an
odds ratio of 3.80 (95% CI 1.90–7.40); and if they addressed breathing,
the odds ratio was 2.30 (95% CI 1.00–5.40).
Table 2 – Characteristics of recognition and time-to-
recognition of out-of-hospital cardiac arrests in
emergency calls.
Raw audio data for 2014
(n = 108,607)
Machine learning
framework
Dispatcher
Sensitivity (95% CI) 84.1 (81.6;86.4) 72.4 (69.4; 75.3)
Specificity (95% CI) 97.3 (97.2;97.4) 98.8 (98.7-98.8)
Negative predictive value (95%
CI)
99.9 (99.8;99.9) 99.8 (99.7; 99.8)
Positive predictive value (95% CI) 20.9 (19.6;22.3) 33.0 (30.1; 35.1)
Sensitivity (95% CI), calls
unrecognized by dispatchers
44.5 (38.4-50.7) –
Time-to-recognition, all
observations
Median (95% CI) (seconds) 44 (41; 48) 54 (50; 59)
Lower quartile (seconds) 25 30
Upper quartile (seconds) 72 99
Time-to-recognition, paired
observations
Median (95% CI) (seconds) 41 (38; 44) 54 (50; 59)
Lower quartile (seconds) 24 30
Upper quartile (seconds) 67 97
Fig. 2 – Bland–Altman plot comparing time-to-recognition measurements on calls recognized by dispatcher and
machine learning framework.
Mean time-to-recognition between medical dispatcher and machine learning framework for each paired observation is
plotted on the x-axis while the difference in time-to-recognition for same observation is plotted on the y-axis.
Observations where there is no difference in time-to-recognition the observation will be placed along the zero bias line.
Observations where the dispatcher recognizes the OHCA faster than the machine learning framework are found below
the zero bias line.
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When the cardiac arrestwaswitnessed by a bystander,dispatchers’
were less likely to recognise the cardiac arrest compared to the
incidents that were unwitnessed (OR 0.52, 95% CI 0.39–0.89) (Fig. 3).
Discussion
The machine learning framework succeeded in recognizing OHCA on
raw audio files with a significantly higher sensitivity and similar
specificity to the medical dispatchers. It was significantly faster than
medical dispatchers in recognizing OHCA. Regression analysis
showed the machine learning frameworks overcame some of the
barriers to dispatcher recognition that previous studies have
identified.3,6
Applying a machine learning framework for OHCA holds the
potential for increased and faster recognition by dispatchers,
increased initiation of telephone CPR efforts, and potentially
improving arrest survival. We found a 10 s decrease in recognition
time of cardiac arrest. The AHA program guidelines recommend that a
high performance system have an elapsed time from call reception to
initial dispatch of a response team of less than 60 s, suggesting 120 s
be the minimal acceptable standard. In such a perspective 10 s is
clinically relevant.24 These findings open new possibilities for machine
learning frameworks, and the potential role they may play as a
decision support tool for emergency medical dispatchers in both
recognition of OHCA and other time critical conditions.
Machine learning has proven clinically relevant when applied to
specific non-urgent medical conditions such as systemic lupus
erythematosus or diabetic retinopathy13–16 showing that machine
learning frameworks, though not superior to humans in predicting
certain conditions, can support clinicians as a screening tool.
However, previous studies analysing images and hospital records
were not used in a time-critical setting. In this study the machine
learning framework was trained directly on raw, unedited audio files.
This is important for the implementation in an acute clinical setting
where decision-making has to be efficient and precise. Thus, this
approach would make the transition to a live setting easier.
Most studies have published positive predictive values of between
58.4% and 97.9% for professional dispatchers.25–31 However, the
incidence of OHCA in these studies varied greatly, with the studies that
reported high positive predictive values also reporting a low incidence
of OHCA.7 Comparatively, the prevalence of OHCA resulted in a
positive predictive value of 21.0% by the machine learning framework,
meaning that almost four of five machine learning recognized OHCAs
would be a false positive. While the positive predictive value of the
machine learning framework was lower than the medical dispatcher, a
certain amount of over-triage is generally accepted for cardiac arrest
and other time-critical incidents.
As such, machine learning should not be used as a stand-alone
tool that can independently dispatch ambulances but could act as a
supplement to dispatchers’ decision-making processes based on
standard operating procedures, algorithms and personal experien-
ces. Accordingly, the lower positive predictive value by the machine
learning framework should not be a critical failure because it could
simply generate cautions about suspected OHCAs and function as an
awareness ‘flag’ for the dispatchers. This could then prompt the
Fig. 3 – Associations between call characteristics and dispatcher recognition of OHCA among calls recognized by
machine learning model. (Unadjusted).
The results of regression are shown as odds ratios for differences in recognition of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
(OHCA), where OHCAs recognized by the machine learning framework is used as the reference (vertical line). This
means that all observations are recognized by the machine learning framework. An odds ratio greater than one means
the factor was positively associated with dispatchers’ recognition, and odds ratios less than one mean the factor was
associated to dispatcher failing to recognize the OHCA.
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dispatchers to increase their focus on presence of breathing and level
of consciousness within the ongoing call. In turn, these actions could
potentially lead to an increase in the initiation of CPR by bystanders,
shown by previous research to improve both short- and long-term
survival as well as reducing the risk of anoxic brain damage and
nursing-home admission.4
Regression analyses illustrated that in the OHCAs recognized by
the machine learning framework bystanders’ access to the patient
along with dispatchers addressing breathing and consciousness were
associated with the medical dispatchers’ recognition of OHCA on calls
also recognized by the machine learning framework. The analysis also
illustrated that bystander witnessed OHCAs were negatively associ-
ated with recognition of OHCA, which could be explained by the
presence of agonal breathing shortly after collapse, which is present in
55% of witnessed OHCAs and may delay or even prevent
recognition.32,33 These findings support those of previous studies.3
Limitations
This study has limitations. Predictions by the machine learning
framework are made at the termination of the audio recording. In a live
setting, the end-of-call prediction is less useful than a predication
made while the dispatcher is still on the phone with a bystander. The
machine learning framework would need to alert the dispatchers in the
case of a suspected OHCA when there is satisfactory confidence in
the prediction before the end of the call.
The results from this study need to be tested in another emergency
medical setting to prove transmissibility to other languages and
organizational cultures. Ideally the use of machine learning should be
tested in a randomized controlled trial to measure its impact on patient
survival and EMS system operations.
If an OHCA can be recognized from a short conversation over the
phone, using machine learning to identify other time critical incidents
as stroke, acute myocardial infarct or sepsis holds a great potential.
These conditions have a serious health as well as economic impact,
and are over twice as prevalent in the United States than OHCAs.1,34
Conclusion
Applying a machine learning framework on raw audio-files of
emergency calls to identify OHCA showed a significantly higher
sensitivity and similar specificity than what was recognized by
professional medical dispatchers. Furthermore, the machine learning
framework was significantly faster than medical dispatchers in
recognizing OHCA albeit with a lower positive predictive value.
Machine learning may also play an important role as a decision
support tool for emergency medical dispatchers in other time critical
conditions.
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